
A heavy lift is generally considered for the transportation, lifting or installation of heavy items which are unable to 
be separated into sections and installed individually. These oversized items are usually manufactured off-site then 
transported to site and lifted or installed into place. 

Commonly a heavy lift is considered 50 tonnes to 1000 tonnes and over; with widths and heights that would not fit 
within the parameters of conventional containers or transporters. One main characteristic for heavy lift goods is the 
absence of standardisation which then requires an individual heavy lift or critical lift plan. 

It can take months to plan, organise, prepare for and implement a heavy lift. Ranger can help you through all stages of 
this process, from problem solving right through to getting the final sign off from all required parties. 

Our relationship with global 
manufacturers gives us access to 
the best international methods 
and equipment to carry out any 
heavy lift scenairo possible.

WHAT IS A HEAVY LIFT?

HEAVY LIFT SERVICES
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Heavy or critical lift plans/procedures are essential 
documents that provide a record of the planning 
process that in turn becomes an effective 
communication tool to convey lift requirements and 
work authorisation to workers. 

The plan for any lifting operation must address the 
foreseeable risks involved in the work and identify 
the appropriate resources (including people) 
necessary for safe completion of the job. 

In some case a lifting plan is a statutory requirement 
due to the risks and potential hazards that come 
from heavy or critical lifts. 

HEAVY OR CRITICAL LIFT PLANNING

With heavy lifts the products used require the D/d 
(diameter to diameter) information to determine the 
efficiency of the hardware. You can't just assume 
that each product will work together at 100% of 
the working load limit. In some applications, when 
using equalization sheaves or plates for example, a 
greater working load limit can be applied. 

Most heavy or critical lifts require engineered 
solutions. Ranger can design, manufacture and 
supply all engineered products that comply with 
Australian Standards. 

We have extensive history and knowledge of heavy 
lifting and awkward lifting applications where non-
conventional methods have been required.  

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

Ranger can help with your heavy lift or critical lift, 
from problem solving and planning, right through to 
implementation. 
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• Spreader Bars
• C Hooks
• Forklift Jibs
• Goods Cages
• Scissor Clamps
• Drum Handling Equipment
• Work Platforms
• Crane Cages
• Jib Cranes
• Gantry Crane Systems
• Lifting Studies

• Crane Assessments
• Incident Reports
• Assessing existing designs
• Design and assessment of height safety systems
• Stripping down, cleaning and inspecting lifting 

equipment
• Performing Non- Destructive Testing of lifting 

equipment
• Assessing dimensional wear against loading 

requirements
• Proof load testing

If you are looking for solutions for your special lift or project, Ranger have the experience and expertise to find 
the right solution. 

All certified lifting, specialist safety equipment and associated products sourced or engineered by Ranger are 
tested and inspected in accordance with AS4991 and other relevant Australian Standards. All equipment is 
supplied with full test certificates.

Our team can also assist you with:

ENGINEERED SERVICES

Ranger have the experience and expertise to 
provide the right solution for your
 special lift or project. 
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OUR ENGINEERING SERVICES INCLUDE: 

• Incident Reports
• Reverse engineering - Assessing existing designs 

and certifying them in accordance with Australian 
Standards.

• Stripping down, cleaning and inspecting lifting 
equipment

• Assessing dimensional wear against loading 
requirements

• Proof load testing

• Gantry and Jib Cranes
• Lifting and Spreader beams
• Blocks, pulleys and sheaves
• Rope fittings

• Swivels
• Equalising plate
• Cages – All types of overhead crane and forklift cages 
• C Hooks, Scissor Clamp 

We design, supply, repair and refurbish all types of Lifting and Rigging equipment, such as:

ENGINEERED SERVICES
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Ranger's technicians have helped numerous customers implement and manage comprehensive rope inspection 
programs. The reason for this is simple economics - the relatively low cost of highlighting potential problems 
before they have a detrimental effect on performance or safety, avoids the relatively high cost associated with 
downtime or incidents.

Our technical team are experts in wire and hi-performance fibre rope. We have an in-depth understanding of all 
aspects of rope management including rope inspections and testing requirements in accordance with Australian 
and International Standards.

We can undertake a thorough inspection of plant and rope systems as part of a complete inspection package to 
minimise the downtime of your equipment. Ranger can investigate and correct specific issues related to recurrent 
problems. Our highly trained technicians can efficiently carry out lifting equipment inspections, stringent testing 
and manage the administration of rope records.

Ranger supply a range of wire rope products to suit your requirements including: 

WIRE ROPE

• General purpose Ropes 
• Steel wire ropes for all types  

of cranes and mining ropes 

• High quality rotation resistant ropes
• Stainless steel ropes 
• Galvanised strand

Ranger source only the best wire ropes 
from global manufacturers including 
Usha Martin, Diepa, Bridon, Wireco and 
Molycop (WRI). 
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Ranger source wire ropes globally from the best wire rope manufacturers that are ISO9001 accredited including 
Usha Martin, Diepa, Bridon, Wireco and Molycop (WRI). Wire Ropes sold by Ranger are today serving some of 
the most critical applications across diversified industrial segments.

Steel wire ropes are regarded as critical components of a lifting appliance and must be capable of meeting the 
varied demands that are placed on them, whether they are related to breaking force, bending strength, abrasion 
or rotation resistance. We only align ourselves with manufacturers that can meet all of these critical demands. 

Wire ropes supplied by Ranger are capable of performing under the most demanding conditions of loading and 
above average service life which bring economic benefits to customers.

TYPES OF WIRE ROPE
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We can undertake a thorough inspection of plant 
and rope systems to minimise the downtime of your 

equipment and correct specific issues 
related to recurrent problems.
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When considering the application, the end termination choice is as almost critical as the wire rope selection. Ranger 
staff are highly trained with the necessary skills and equipment to carry out correct attachment methods for wire 
rope end terminations. End terminations must be fitted by a competent technician to ensure the load is efficiently 
transferred from the wire rope to the end termination. 

When we carry out the replacement of ropes, particular attention is given to all end terminations that will be reused 
to ensure they are in correct working order and fit for purpose. 

END TERMINATIONS

End terminations must 
be fitted by a competent 
technician to ensure 
the load is transferred 
efficiently from the 
wire rope to the end 
termination. 

RANGER SUPPLY A RANGE OF WIRE ROPE END 
TERMINATIONS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS INCLUDING:

Machine Pressing up to 64mm as per Australian Standard (larger presses available)

Press up to 18mm on-site

Hand splices for applications where a ferrule is not desirable

Flemish eye splices for mining and marine applications

Long splices to form endless ropes for use in conveyor systems, cycle testing or crash labs

Machine splicing of steel, aluminium, copper and stainless steel fittings

Resin & white metal sockets (used in heavy lift allowing for a maximised 100% rope efficiency rating)

Wedge sockets for use in mobile crane terminations or temporary guying rigging
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LUBRICATION OF WIRE ROPES

Scheduled re-lubrication of wire ropes should extend the operational life regardless of application. 

Cranes, mining, pilling, drilling, draglines, shovels and civil are some of the many industries that use wire rope to carry out 
their work. 

These applications often are exposed to harsh environmental conditions including extreme weather. Most wire ropes are 
lubricated during the manufacturing process, but this lubricant will not last the entire life of the rope.

Ranger can help your wire rope last longer and operate safely by periodic scheduled lubrication.

Ranger uses pressure lubricators to ensure lubricants penetrate right through to the core of the rope, not just the visible 
exterior. We offer Lanotec and Rocol (which are lanolin based lubricants) or wire rope grease ensuring that the right 
lubricant is used for your rope, application and the installed environment.

WIRE ROPE: 
SERVICE & MAINTENANCE

Ranger can schedule periodic 
lubrications to extend the life of your 
wire ropes.
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The primary cause of wire rope failure is internal degradation due to corrosion and fatigue. This is an 
extremely serious condition which can remain undetected by visual inspection.

In support of visual inspection techniques, Ranger offer customers a comprehensive non-destructive 
testing or examination service. The procedure for non-destructive testing (NDT) or non-destructive 
examination (NDE) is both simple and effective. 

Wire rope is drawn through a NDT detector or head which produces a powerful magnetic flux, sensors 
then measure and record the induction and the Hall Effect within the rope.

Our experienced technicians can interpret the data collected from this process to identify defects such as 
broken wires on the surface and within the rope, loss of metallic cross-sectional area and distortions. This 
is particularly effective if the position of defects can be accurately compared with earlier NDT traces to 
pinpoint any rope deterioration in the intervening period.

Our examination and testing programmes have increased the safety and reduced the cost for a variety of 
high profile ropes. Non-destructive testing of wire rope is a safeguard no rope user can afford to ignore.

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING (NDT)
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VISUAL TESTING

Periodic Visual Inspections are a minimum requirement as per Australian Standards.

Visual inspections are extremely cost effective for general purpose rope applications and can pick up the 
majority of external defects that are commonly found in wire rope. The common defects can be nicks, cuts, 
gauges, corrosion, heat damage, bird caging.

Our technical services representatives are experts in wire rope and have an in-depth understanding of all 
aspects of rope management including rope inspections or testing requirements in accordance with Australian 
and International Standards. 

All our technical staff have been trained to identify and assess any possible issues found with wire rope and its 
specific application. 

Ranger do not only inspect the wire rope but the whole application including sheaves and winch drums to 
determine where and why damage is occurring. 

This is commonly recommend in the mining industries where drift ropes and friction winders are used to 
determine the working life of the rope and transitions the face to face contact points of the wire and sheaves. 
This in turn reduces the fatigue points on the rope and extends the service life. 

CROPPING AND TESTING
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Any wire rope assembly used for lifting purposes 
under Australian Standards must be proof load 
tested before use.

Some industry requirements ask for wire rope 
assemblies to be proof tested yearly. 

Ranger offer proof load and break testing both on-
site and in-house. 

PROOF LOAD  
AND BREAK TESTING

Ranger can off a range of scientific services for 
wire rope, such as:

• Specialist metallurgical & chemical analysis
• Rope Destruction Testing
• Mechanical testing
• Breaking load
• Tensile compression
• Tension and bend fatigue

Test results can help identify extension and 
diameter loss characteristics and provide insight 
into the number of broken wires expected or 
encountered during the lifetime of a rope. 

We can also conduct a detailed examination of 
wire rope to discover the cause of rope failure and 
early discard. Subsequent analysis of this data can 
then be used to produce recommendations to help 
prevent future occurrences, develop new products 
with specific characteristics for specific industries 
or environments, and increase service life.

ANALYTICAL 
ANALYSIS 

We can conduct a detailed 
examination of wire rope 
to discover the cause of 
rope failure and produce 
recommendations to prevent 
future occurrences. 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
FIBRE ROPE

The development of Synthetic High Performance Fibre Ropes, also known as Dyneema / Plasma, has changed the 
way the Lifting and Rigging Industry lifts and pulls.

With heavy lifting applications where crane operators are only allowed to suit 75% of the crane's capacity, Ranger 
can supply Synthetic High Performance Fibre Ropes as lifting slings from 8mm up to 144mm in diameter that are 
tested to AS4991. This gives the operator higher Working Load Limits (WLL) and reduces the weight of lifting 
assemblies. Additionally,  transportation, set up and storage costs can be reduced and manual handling risks 
minimised. 

For winching and pulling, Ranger can supply from 4mm to 200mm in diameter or 500kg to 300T pulling 
capacities. The benefits of high performance fibre rope over wire rope in this application is the reduction in size 
for size and the manual handling involved with the setup. When the fibre rope is damaged Ranger can carry out a 
rope crop and re-splice on-site which reduces the cost of shipping. 

In marine applications these ropes have a neutral buoyance which gives the operator advantages over wire 
rope. Wire rope needs to be maintained when not in use where-as the synthetic rope won’t be affected by the 
environment. 

For winching and pulling, Ranger can supply 
from 4mm to 200mm in diameter or 
500kg to 300T pulling capacities. 
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BENEFITS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE FIBRE ROPE

Winching

• 1/8 the weight of the same 
diameter wire rope.

• Will not splinter, kink or curl 
like wire rope & floats in water

• Won’t Rust
• Light weight make it easier to 

handle 
• Transport and storage benefits  

Pulling

• Is supplied in a Rubber casing 
to protect the fibres.

• Light weight Makes it easier to 
handle

• Can be repaired if damaged
• Transport and storage benefits 

Lifting

• Larger lifting capacities
• Reduces the weight of the 

rigging equipment 
• Positive lift for clawer cranes  
• Can be used as hoist and 

pendant ropes
• No broken wires that wire rope 

slings get
• Transport and storage benefits
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It is a requirement, by law, that those people in control of a building must ensure that safe access is provided to all 
areas where a person is required to work, including areas where a person may fall. This responsibility covers employees, 
visitors and contractors.

THE LAW

Current Australian Standards state that all height safety and confined space equipment must be inspected by an 
accredited company at no more than 6 monthly intervals for all soft manufactured items and 12 monthly for all installed 
systems and anchor points. All of our technical service representatives are accredited to carry out all inspection and 
testing requirements. 

Re-certification reaffirms your height safety system has been tested and is still fit for purpose. Records showing the 
inspection and results are kept indefinitely. 

INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

Our network of engineers, consultants and certified 
installers can install systems strictly to manufacturer's 
specifications and the technical requirements that comply 
with Australian Standards.  

The team at Ranger are highly experienced at designing and installing height safety systems. Our network of engineers, 
consultants and certified installers can install systems strictly to manufacturer's specifications and the technical 
requirements that comply with all Australian Standards.

HEIGHT SAFETY & CONFINED 
SPACE SOLUTIONS
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ANCHOR POINT 
TESTING

All chemically anchored, anchor points must be 
proof loaded every 12 months as required under 
Australian Standards.

Ranger carry a fully range of testing equipment to 
carry out all tests required. 

Ranger supplies and installs designed, 
manufactured and engineered height safety roof 
anchors and static line systems which provides 
restraint and fall arrest safety for all residential, 
commercial and industrial building sites.

Ranger offer a complete range of roof anchor 
points to a fully engineered system for any place 
there may be a risk of a fall. Ranger can design 
a custom system to all for any required scope of 
work including maintenance, cleaning, access and 
inspections when working at heights.

INSTALLATIONS  
ANCHOR AND 
ENGINEERED SYSTEMS 

Our custom built e-Testinspect program will 
automatically send out reminders of all your height 
safety equipment that is due for re-certification.
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ROOF WALKWAY
SYSTEMS

Ranger supplies and installs designed, manufactured 
and engineered roof walkway systems that comply 
with Australian Standards.

Temporary systems are generally used in construction 
where fall protection is required while a particular task 
is carried out where a permanent system cannot be left. 

Ranger offer a wide range or various temporary 
solutions. These include:

• Two man webbing lines 
• Two man rope lines 
• Non-proprietary wire rope System 

TEMPORARY 
SYSTEMS 

LADDER AND LADDER
SYSTEMS

Ranger supplies and installs designed, manufactured 
and engineered ladders and ladder vertical safety lines 
that comply with Australian Standards.
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TEMPORARY 
SYSTEMS 

Ranger supplies and installs designed, manufactured 
and engineered ladders and ladder vertical safety lines

 that comply with Australian Standards.
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TRAINING

We work with a range of training providers to offer clients nationally recognised competency based 
training courses in Height Safety and can also offer Dogging Operations and Underground Lifting 
Operations training in some areas.

Courses such as the basic use and maintenance of height safety systems, fall arrest training, confined 
space and rescue techniques and the use of breathing apparatus can be provided at our training venues 
or on-site. 

We also offer hands-on product training through our mobile trailers on a periodic basis by request.

Some of our training courses include:

• Height Safety Operator
• Working Safely at Heights (WSAH) -  

including Rescue
• Height Safety Refresher
• Enter Confined Space
• Confined Space Non Entry (Rescue 

Techniques)
• Transfer of Loads
• Operation of Gantry or Overhead Crane
• Sling Awareness Training

• Underground Lifting Operations
• Competent Person
• Practical Inspection and Record Keeping
• Height Safety Supervisor
• Height Safety Manager
• Rescue Systems Operator
• Gotcha Rescue Half Day
• Gas Detections
• Breathing Apparatus

Ranger work with a range of training providers to 
offer clients nationally recognised competency 
based courses in height safety, dogging operations 
and underground lifting operations.  
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We take safety seriously and are dedicated to helping our 
clients achieve a safe work environment and ensure compliance to 

regulations, codes of practice and Australian Standards. 
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4/33 Holbeche Road, Arndell Park 
NSW 2148, Australia 

1300 SLINGS 

sales@ranger.com.au

www.ranger.com.au

'Service through 
knowledge'
We believe in delivering service through 
knowledge. That means we're always 
developing our knowledge and expertise 
in lifting, rigging and safety and sharing it 
with our clients. 

We invest more time and money than any 
of our competitors to provide our clients 
with practical resources to help them 
improve their businesses, save time and 
money and most importantly, keep them 
safe at work. 
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